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Abstract. The research has been performed in the teaching and research farm, where a part of cows were milked
with two milking robots VMS produced by the company De Laval, but other cows – in a separate parlour with
side by side 2x10 type milking equipment. For the research, animals that were not rejected due to traumatism or
any specific disease were selected. The information on the length of the productive life of the cows was obtained
from the management system of the farm and the Latvian Data Centre In the study, we used data from the
Latvian Data Centre (LDC) for 173 Holstein black and white (HM) and 391 Latvian brown (LB) cows.the
quality of the obtained milk was evaluated according to the number of somatic cells in it that was determined in
the result of laboratory analyses. In the research it was stated that for the cows milked with robots the length of
the productive life increases by approximately half year. In turn, evaluating according to the amount of somatic
cells, it was stated that the obtained milk complies with the requirements of the normative standards.
Nevertheless, it cannot be unequivocally ascertained that using milking robots the quality of milk is always
higher than using the side-by-side type milking equipment.
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Introduction
The first milking robots or AMS were introduced in Latvia in 2007, but at present their total
number has reached one and a half hundred [1]. Besides, the speed of their introduction has increased
during the recent years. It was promoted by several advantages of robot application.
• The cows usually go for milking willingly, including the night hours, therefore, milking
usually does not create stress situations for the animals [2; 3].
• The cows visit AMS in average 2.6 to 2.8 times per day. It is promoted not only by the need
for milk yield, but also by feeding concentrated feed during milking. Therefore, according to
the data of different researchers [2-4], transition to robotised milking increases the milk yield
by 5-10 %.
• The quality of the obtained milk is higher, as after milking every cow the milking clusters are
washed or disinfected by steam. Besides, they are rinsed also, if they accidentally fall off
during milking, and only after that they are repeatedly attached to the corresponding teats.
Also, at least two times per day the milking equipment milk lines are washed and disinfected
[5].
• Improvement of the milk quality is promoted also by its immediate evaluation, as milk from
every quarter of the udder flows along a separate line through corresponding sensors. If the
milk quality corresponds to the requirements, it flows to a separate container and it is used
according to the needs of the farm, for instance, for feeding calves.
• All information of the cow herd, including animal feeding, as well as the amount and quality
of the obtained milk, is registered in the management system. Therefore, it makes it easier to
control the health of the cows and also the work of the animal breeders becomes easier.
• Considering the above mentioned, it can be prognosticated that application of milking robots
can increase the longevity of the animal productive life, as well as the quality of the obtained
milk.
• According to the research data in Latvia [6; 7], at present the average longevity of cows is 2.53.5 lactations. Nevertheless, it has been found [8] that it is economically profitable to increase
this indication, as the highest level of milk yield is reached starting with the third lactation and
it continues till the sixth lactation. Besides, for the cows of later lactations also the
proportional amount of fat and proteins increases. It should be also considered that a cow can
be used for obtaining of milk only after the age of two years, but before that the future milk
cows should be bred and taken care of.
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The quality of the obtained milk is also important. In Latvia it is determined by the Regulations
No. 345 of the Cabinet of Ministers “Hygiene and minimum safety requirements for small circulation
of raw cow’s milk” [9]. These regulations mention the most important milk quality indicators,
including the number of somatic cells (SCC). According to the existing requirements, this indicator
must not exceed 400 thousand cells in one millilitre of milk. Previous research by other scientists
[6; 10; 11] shows that using milking robots, in comparison to milking in the parlour, the amount of the
somatic cells is by 20-25 % less. Therefore, the aim of our research was to clarify the positive
influence of milking robot application on longevity of the productive life of the herd, as well as on the
quality of the obtained milk.
Materials and methods
The research was performed in the training and research farm, where a part of cows were milked
with two milking robots VMS produced by the company De Laval, but other cows – in a separate
parlour with side by side 2x10 type milking equipment. Besides, all cows were kept in high boxes and
fed with feed mixture (TMR) at the feeding table. Therefore, the cow handling conditions did not
practically differ.
The research was performed in two stages. The first stage was in the period of time from 2014 to
2016, the second – from 2018 to 2020. In both stages of the research the data on longevity of the cow
productive life till their exclusion from the herd and the amount of somatic cells determined in
laboratory analyses in milk of the cows were summarised and analysed.
For the research, animals that are not excluded due to traumatism or any specific disease were
selected. Altogether 564 animals were chosen for the research, including 124 cows that are milked
with AMS and 440 cows that are milked with the side-by-side 2x10 type equipment. The information
on the longevity of the cow productive life and the amount of somatic cells in their milk was obtained
from the data of the management system and the Latvian Agricultural Data Centre [12]. Data on the
amount of SCC in milk was monitored once a year.For processing of the data MS Excel data
processing programme Descriptive Statistics was used [13].
For characterisation of the cow longevity, the average weighted number of lactations was used.
For its calculation the following formula was used.
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where V – average weighted number of lactations in a cow’s life;
L – lactation order, i.e. the first, second or n-th lactation;
Zg – number of cows in the first, second and n-th lactation;
n – maximal number of lactations;
0.5 – number that evaluates the average cow age of exclusion during the last lactation.
Also, the proportional number of the cows excluded in every lactation was determined. It was
stated separately for the cows milked in the parlour and the cows milked with AMS.
Z + Z g 2i
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where Bi – number of cows rejected in i-th lactation;
Zg1i and Zg2i – number of cows excluded in the first and second stages of the research in
i-th lactation.
In turn, for evaluation of variations of the number of somatic cells (SCC), the average number of
cells determined in the laboratory analyses and the standard error (means ± SE) calculated by the
computer software were used.
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Results and discussion
The information on the cows liquidated in both research stages is summarised in Table 1. The
table shows that the maximal length of the cow productive life that was determined within the frame
of the research is 10 lactations, but the average weighted exclusion age is from 2.41 to 3.17 lactations.
Besides, in both stages of the research the determined longevity of the cow productive life is longer, if
the cows are milked with AMS. The difference of the cow productive life stated in the first stage of the
research is 0.51 lactations, but in the second stage – 0.15 lactations. It should be mentioned that these
indicators obtained in the result of the research are of orienting character, as such additional indicators
as milk yield and cow breeds were not taken into consideration.
Table 1
Number of excluded cows in the research stages
Indicators
Lactation 1
Lactation 2
Lactation 3
Lactation 4
Lactation 5
Lactation 6
Lactation 7
Lactation 8
Lactation 9
Lactation 10
ΣZg
V

First research stage
Milking with
Milking in
AMS
parlour
31
72
24
59
20
48
21
76
15
42
15
18
14
5
2
3
0
0
3
1
145
324
3.17
2.66

Second research stage
Milking with
Milking in
AMS
parlour
26
80
24
84
26
95
17
63
10
31
5
11
3
8
0
4
2
0
1
1
114
377
2.56
2.41

Summary of excluded cows according to lactations is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Proportion of excluded cows in separate lactations
Figure 1 shows that the largest number of cows is excluded during the first four lactations, when
the exclusion percentage reaches 15-23 % per year (according to the total number of excluded cows).
After that, this indicator starts decreasing very fast, and after the eights lactation it already approaches
zero. It can be explained by the herd improvement measures done during the first lactations, when the
cows with different health or other problems were intensively excluded.
Variations of the number of somatic cells (SCC) that were determined in the research are shown
in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. Number of somatic cells determined in the research
The research results show that in both research stages the number of somatic cells is considerably
smaller than the normative amount (400 thousand cells in one millilitre), and according to this
indicator the obtained milk is qualitative enough. Still, in the first stage of the research a larger number
of somatic cells is stated using AMS, but in the second stage of the research – milking the cows in the
parlour with side-by-side milking equipment. This confirms the fact mentioned in scientific literature
[14; 15] that the number of somatic cells depends not only on the applied milking equipment, but also
on many other factors: the age of cows, lactation phase, milk yield etc. Therefore, this indicator cannot
serve asanunequivocal criterion for evaluation of the milking equipment.
Conclusions
1. Using milking robots (AMS), the longevity of the cow productive life increases by approximately
0.5 lactations and it can be prognosticated that it is related to decrease of stress of animals, what is
characteristic for this kind of milking. Still, the length of the productive life of separate cows can
vary in a wide range.
2. Using milking robots (AMS), the number of somatic cells in the obtained milk does not exceed
the normative requirements. Nevertheless, it cannot be unequivocallyascertained that the milk
obtained this way will be with less number of somatic cells than using the side-by-side milking
equipment.
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